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Conventional EEG-fMRI methods have been proven to be of limited use in the sense

that they cannot reveal the information existing in between the spikes. To resolve

this issue, the current study obtains the epileptic components time series detected

on EEG and uses them to fit the Generalized Linear Model (GLM), as a substitution

for classical regressors. This approach allows for a more precise localization, and

equally importantly, the prediction of the future behavior of the epileptic generators. The

proposed method approaches the localization process in the component domain, rather

than the electrode domain (EEG), and localizes the generators through investigating

the spatial correlation between the candidate components and the spike template, as

well as the medical records of the patient. To evaluate the contribution of EEG-fMRI

and concordance between fMRI and EEG, this method was applied on the data of 30

patients with refractory epilepsy. The results demonstrated the significant numbers of

29 and 24 for concordance and contribution, respectively, which mark improvement

as compared to the existing literature. This study also shows that while conventional

methods often fail to properly localize the epileptogenic zones in deep brain structures,

the proposed method can be of particular use. For further evaluation, the concordance

level between IED-related BOLD clusters and Seizure Onset Zone (SOZ) has been

quantitatively investigated by measuring the distance between IED/SOZ locations and

the BOLD clusters in all patients. The results showed the superiority of the proposed

method in delineating the spike-generating network compared to conventional EEG-fMRI

approaches. In all, the proposed method goes beyond the conventional methods by

breaking the dependency on spikes and using the outside-the-scanner spike templates

and the selected components, achieving an accuracy of 97%. Doing so, this method

contributes to improving the yield of EEG-fMRI and creates a more realistic perception
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of the neural behavior of epileptic generators which is almost without precedent in

the literature.

Keywords: simultaneous EEG-fMRI, epileptogenic zone, independent component analysis (ICA), generalized linear

model (GLM), blood-oxygen-level dependent imaging (BOLD), epilepsy, source localization

HIGHLIGHTS

- In this study, we succeeded in diminishing limitations through
presenting a method in the component domain for localizing
epileptic foci, taking into account the clinical application, so
that more satisfactory results than the conventional EEG-fMRI
methods could be obtained.

- The component-based method plays a more prominent role
in eliminating the need for invasive electrode implantations
compared to conventional EEG-fMRI analysis.

- The component-based method brings to attention the
variations in amplitude and duration of epileptic spikes,
whereas the conventional methods simplistically assume that
all events are equal.

- The conventional approach overlooks the fact that IED activity
is continuous and contains fluctuating sub-threshold epileptic
activity that is not clearly observed on surface EEG recordings.

- Such valuable information will be obtained by the ICA
algorithm applied as part of the proposed method.

INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disease
worldwide (1). It is generally characterized by an enduring
predisposition to recurrent yet spontaneous seizures, defined
as brief episodes of signs or symptoms indicating excessive,
abnormal, or synchronous neuronal activity in the brain (2).
The first course of treatment for this condition is drug therapy.
However, about 30% of patients are refractory to antiepileptic
medications (2), and those with focal epilepsy may be considered
for epilepsy surgery.

To provide successful surgical treatment, an improved
preoperative evaluation that delineates the epileptogenic zone
(EZ) is a critical prerequisite. Several methods have been
proposed in the literature (3–5), among which intracranial
electroencephalography recording (icEEG) has gained the most
attention and is known as the gold standard for defining
the epileptogenic zone (EZ) and localizing the seizure onset
zone (SOZ) (6). Although popular, this invasive monitoring
technique is not without risks or shortcomings (7): it explores
only a small fraction of the brain and tends to be time-
consuming as the frequency of seizure occurrence is relatively
low compared with interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs).
Consequently, over the past few years, greater attention has been
directed toward noninvasive EEG-correlated functional magnetic
resonance imaging (EEG-fMRI) method as an additional tool to
localize the SOZ (8–11). EEG-fMRI combines the high spatial
resolution of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) MRI with
the high temporal resolution of the EEG signal. This method
is now increasingly available following the resolution of crucial

technical challenges such as developing suitable amplifiers and
procedures for correcting the scanner-related artifacts in the EEG
signal (12–15). There is a clinical need for optimized mapping
of the changes in neuronal activity related to epileptic discharges
observed on surface EEG (16) considering the subclinical nature
of some of the interictal epileptiform activity which makes the
events of interest only recognizable on the EEG record. Studying
the correlation of these events with the fMRI time series reveals
complex patterns of hemodynamic change indicative of brain
networks. Studies investigating the spike-related BOLD changes
have shown that in addition to characterizing different types
of focal and generalized epilepsy, these measures could also
improve the presurgical evaluation of patients with refractory
focal seizures (17–19).

In epilepsy patients, spike-related BOLD changes can
contribute to the localization of the epileptic foci. As shown

in the literature, the BOLD signal tends to increase in regions
that generate spikes (20), although it is often in the form of
widespread responses (21). The study of (22) reports a noticeable
rate of 60% in seizure freedom in patients who underwent

surgical resections where the cortical tissues responsible for
the highest spike-correlated BOLD changes were completely
removed. Furthermore, the simultaneous recording and analysis

of EEG-fMRI is now an important tool in localizing epileptic
generators in patients with nonlesional frontal lobe epilepsy,
as confirmed by other imaging modalities (19). The literature

has found this technique to be of great value when it comes
to clinical decision makings. Pittau et al. (18) demonstrated

that EEG-fMRI analysis facilitated the localization of epileptic
generators in 64% of the patients and the BOLD responses were
concordant with the spike-generating regions in 88% of the

patients. In patients who were considered ineligible for surgery
according to the conventional clinical decision makings, EEG-
fMRI confirmed multifocality in 4 of 5 presumed multifocal
patients and improved SOZ localization in 4 of 6 patients with
unclear foci (23).

According to the conventional method, the IEDs are
considered the primary indicators of epileptic activity (24). So,
the conventional analysis begins with identifying and marking
the IEDs by trained experts assessing the simultaneous EEG-
fMRI. The timing of the detected IEDs is then taken as simple
epileptic events and convolved with the hemodynamic response
function (HRF) to produce a regressor for a General Linear
Model (GLM) analysis. Finally, the estimated activation area
with the highest statistical significance will be considered as
the spike onset zone, a potential marker of the epileptogenic
zone (EZ). Many of the recent studies are still based on the
GLM analysis (8–15) and their improvement is in increasing of
magnetic field strength (25) or using simultaneous intracranial
EEG-fMRI (iEEG-fMRI) (26, 27). Yet, the clinical utility of the
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conventional EEG-fMRI approach is not completely supported
by the published literature (9–13). An important limitation
of the conventional IED-based EEG-fMRI analysis is that it
only considers the information of epileptic focus activity at
the time of the spikes and ignores all the neural activities
associated with epileptic generators in other time points. So,
the actual neural behavior of epileptic generators over the
entirety of the recording is not captured by the conventional
method, which is unable to localize the epileptic generator
when the spikes do not occur during the EEG recording.
The proposed method covers this limitation by considering
epileptic neural activity regardless of whether or not a spike
occurs, potentially leading to a more accurate localization of the
epileptogenic zone.

To improve upon the conventional analysis method, we
introduced a new method for analyzing EEG-fMRI data that
utilizes the information contained within the entire time series
of a relevant EEG source. To do this, we first separated the
EEG components using independent component analysis (ICA)
and calculated the cross-correlation between the time series
of the extracted ICA components and a patient-specific IED
spike template to determine the most relevant component.
Ultimately, the time series of this component was convolved
with the HRF, resampled to the frequency of the fMRI
recording, and used in the GLM analysis. To evaluate this
method quantitatively, we calculated the distance from the
dipole locations in EEG source localization to the BOLD
cluster and compared the results to those obtained from the
conventional methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
30 patients from Epilepsy Center, Pars Hospital, Tehran, Iran,
who were surgery candidates with focal or generalized epilepsy
and also would show at least 10 distinct IEDs during the MRI
scanning were included in the study. The ethical approval was
obtained from the ethics committee of the Iran University of
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran, and all patients provided written
informed consent.

Long-Term Monitoring (LTM)
All the patients underwent a long-term 64-channel EEG with
500Hz sampling rates and following the 10–20 standard for
electrode placement as a preoperative evaluation at the Epilepsy
Center, Pars Hospital, Tehran, Iran. Besides, all the other
available information such as the comprehensive clinical record,
full neurological examination, neuropsychological assessment,
structural MRI, and other non-invasive investigations like ictal
SPECT and PET were reviewed to help the localization of
irritative zone (IZ) and Seizure Onset Zone (SOZ) through the
preoperative evaluation.

EEG-fMRI Acquisition
Simultaneous recording of EEG-fMRI was performed from May
2017 to June 2018 at the National Brain Mapping Laboratory
(NBML), Tehran, Iran, in the form of 20-mins sessions with

eyes closed. The MRI scanner was the 3 T Siemens Prisma, and
the EEG amplifier was a 64-channel BrainAmp MRI-compatible
system from Brain Products with 5 kHz sampling rates. The EEG
internal clock was synchronized with the MRI clock and the
EEG electrodes followed the 10–20 placement system with the
reference of Cz. Besides, the ECG signal was recorded using a
bipolar lead (10, 28), and a 10-min EEG recording was acquired
with eyes closed outside the scanner immediately before the
EEG-fMRI session (28). EEG electrodes were equipped with an
additional 5 k� terminal resistance, and impedances were kept
as low as possible to improve the quality of the recording.

For the MRI scanning, a T1MPRAGE anatomic sequence was
first scanned [1mm slices, 256× 256 matrices, echo time (TE)=
3.74ms, repetition time (TR)= 1,810ms, flip angle= 30◦] to use
in registering functional images. Functional data was obtained in
20-min runs with patients at rest, using a T2∗-weighted gradient-
echo (GRE) imaging sequence (234 × 234 matrix, 40 slices, 3 ×

3 × 3mm, TE = 26ms, TR = 2,500ms, flip angle = 60◦) (29).
To minimize the movement of the patient’s head and provide
comfort, a pillow filled with foam microspheres was used inside
the scanner.

EEG Signal Processing—Long Term
Monitoring
The EEG signals were preprocessed using the EEGLAB toolbox
(https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/). First, the sampling rate of the
signal was reduced to 250Hz, and a Butterworth high-pass filter
at 1Hz was used to suppress the low-frequency components
(30–32). Then, all the channels were reviewed, and those with
a standard deviation greater than ±3.1 from the mean standard
deviation (across all channels) were excluded as the abnormal
channels. For eliminating the power-line noise at 50Hz, the
Clean Line algorithm was used (29). The advantage of this
algorithm over the notch filter is that it adaptively estimates and
removes sinusoidal artifacts without creating band-holes in the
EEG power spectrum (29, 33).

Next, the ICA algorithm was applied on the EEG signal
and the irrelevant components corresponding to eye blink,
eye movement, cardiac pulsatile, muscular tension, swallowing,
or machine vibration were visually identified using the
component’s scalp map, spectral power activity, and spectral
power distribution. Figure 1 shows typical samples of two such
components identified as artifacts. After identifying all the
artifact components, the data were re-composed without them.

The resultant cleaned signals were evaluated by a trained
expert, and the IEDs were marked for the main analysis.
Then, the IEDs were averaged to build patient-specific and
morphology-specific IED templates. After band-pass filtering
(34) (1–30Hz) and epoching the spikes with a fixed length of 0.3 s
and step size of 1 sample (2.5ms) to include the negative peak
and slow-wave, the template of the spike was set for each subject
by hand-selecting and averaging 10–20 spikes from the marked
signal by an experienced electroencephalographer. New spikes
would then be detected and added to the initial template (29).
In case a patient had more than one type of spike, this process is
separately done for each different type (35). The match between
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FIGURE 1 | The eye-blinking and eye-movement artifacts are visible both in the scalp map and in the activity power spectrum. (A) Eye-blinking artifact. (B)

Eye-movement artifact.

the template, x, and each 300ms of candidate component at the
times of the IED, y, was defined as the magnitude of the sample
correlation, |rxy|, presented in Eq. 1.

rxy =

∑n
i=1 (xi − x) (yi − y)

√

∑n
i=1 (xi − x)2

∑n
i=1

(

yi − y
)2

(1)

To add to the initial, hand-selected template, a first pass over
the data was performed at a high threshold (rxy = 0.96–0.98
depending on the subject) (36).

EEG Signal Processing—Simultaneous
EEG/fMRI
For the EEG signals recorded inside the scanner, the MR
gradient switching artifact was eliminated using the fMRIb
algorithm (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/eeglab/fmribplugin/) which
first increases the sampling rate to 20 kHz, and then applies a
low-pass filter at 60Hz (37). Also, the ballistocardiogram (BCG)
artifact that occurs because of the movements of the electrodes
associated with cardiac pulsations, was detected and removed
with the fMRIb toolbox using the heartbeat information from
the extra ECG electrode during EEG-fMRI recording. A sample
of EEG signals recorded inside the MR scanner before and after
removing the MR gradient and BCG artifacts are shown in
Figure 2.

Template Component Cross-Correlation
(TCCC) Method
The general pipeline of the proposed method is summarized in
Figure 3. First, the EEG signal recorded outside the scanner was
preprocessed, and the individual patient-specific IED templates
were extracted for each subject. Besides, the EEG signal recorded

inside the scanner underwent ICA analysis and was decomposed
to its independent components after artifact removal for selecting
a set of candidate components representing actual generators
of epileptic activity. Different ICA algorithm parameters can
lead to various components but if the candidate components
are reliable sources, they should be robust to variations in the
ICA decomposition process. Therefore, the ICA algorithm was
applied 10 times using different arbitrary (random) initialization
weights, and the initial candidates selected based on being those
seen most often in the 10 repetitions (38). From these, the three
components with the highest average λ (weight of extracted
independent components) across all 10 iterations were selected
as final candidates.

The set of final candidate components of each patient
underwent the analysis of cross-correlation with their specific
IED templates, built earlier from Long Term Monitoring (LTM)
data (Figure 4A). The process employed a sliding window of
width 0.3 s and step size of 1 sample (the yellow box with
the arrow in Figure 4B). EEG inside scanner was marked
by an experienced electroencephalographer and the marked
times were used for the cross-correlation. Components that
did not have cross-correlation with the templates at the times
of the IED events of at least 0.85 were rejected (Figure 4C).
Also rejected were the candidates judged to be discordant
with the observed IEDs in the EEG (more than 50mm
away) (Figure 4D).

The time course of each remaining component was assumed
to be the temporal activity of an epileptic source. So, they were
convolved with the canonical HRF (Figure 4E), resampled to the
frequency of the fMRI recording (TR = 2.5 s), and used as the
predicted model in the GLM analysis. For multiple spikes, the
regressors of the different types were entered simultaneously into
a single first-order analysis.
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FIGURE 2 | An illustration of EEG signals recorded inside the scanner: (A) noisy signal; (B) after removing the MR gradient artifact; (C) after eliminating the BCG

artifacts.

fMRI Analysis
In the conventional analysis, the EEG signals recorded
simultaneously with fMRI are reviewed and marked for
determining IEDs as zero-duration events, and the resultant
time series is convolved with a standard HRF for use in the GLM
analysis as the regressor of epileptic activity. However, in our
Template Component Cross-Correlation (TCCC) method, the
time series of the epileptic-related components are convolved
with four HRFs, peaking at 3, 5, 7, and 9 s (12).

The fMRI dataset was preprocessed and analyzed using FSL
(FMRI Expert Analysis Tool, Version 6.0.1, FMRIB’s Software
Library, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Motion correction was
done via a 6-parameter rigid-body transformation, and the
dataset was spatially smoothed via 6-mm full width at half-
maximum. Also, an autoregressive model of order one was
used to correct the temporal autocorrelations (39), a third-order
polynomial was used to model low-frequency drifts and applied
as high-pass temporal filtering. For each fMRI dataset, all of the
models built from each of its IED components were included in
the same GLM, thus total variance was partitioned amongst the
inputs, effectively treating the others as confounds.

All regressors were included in the same GLM in the fMRI
analysis (fMRIstat). For each event type, a statistic z-map
was created for each regressor using the other regressors as
confounds. A combined z-map was created by taking, at each
voxel, the maximum z-value from the four z-maps based on four
HRFs. The single combined t-map was used for the subsequent
analysis. For the second-level analysis, each cluster with at least
five contiguous voxels having a z-value >3.1, corresponding to
a p value smaller than 0.05 was selected as the significant result.
This included correction for multiple comparisons, accounting
for the number of voxels and the 4 HRFs. The final statistical
maps were then registered to and overlaid on the patient-specific
structural MRI. In the z-maps, a yellow-red scale corresponds
to positive BOLD responses (activation) and a blue-white scale
to negative responses (deactivation). Responses outside the
brain were excluded and BOLD responses in the ventricles
were excluded using a mask, as they are often interpreted as
artifactual findings.

Concordance Between IED Location and
Maximal BOLD Response
For evaluating the results of the analysis, the spatial concordance
between the BOLD response and the IED field was assessed.
First, the locations of the single voxel with maximal z-score
of the maximum BOLD cluster and the extracted dipole from
ICA algorithm were determined. Next, the distance between
the locations was measured and classified into three levels
of spatial concordance: (i) concordant (C) for the distance
<25mm; (ii) partially concordant (PC) for the distance between
25 and 50mm; and (iii) discordant (D) for the distance more
than 50mm (36, 40). To evaluate the distance between dipole
and maximum BOLD, the spherical head model has been co-
registered to the MNI brain. Spherical dipoles coordinates are
also converted to MNI. The fMRI data is also co-registred and
normalized into a MNI atlase.

Contribution of TCCC Method
The evaluation of IED sources and seizure onset zone is usually
involved in the standard clinical practice for the planning of
surgical resection in epilepsy. However, the use of simultaneous
EEG-fMRI is not currently part of such standard practice. If it
presents meaningful information for more precise localization of
the IED sources, it may become a helpful part of the standard
clinical practice for presurgical evaluation. Therefore, we have
included the evaluation of our final BOLD results for each type
of IED in terms of their potential contribution. We defined the
BOLD results as contributory if: (i) the BOLD response detected
the IED generation field with higher precision and accuracy than
EEG source localization, and (ii) the maximum BOLD response
was in deep brain structures compared to the surface location of
the recorded IED.

If there was no concordance between the BOLD response and
the IED field or the results had no new information beyond that
provided by the EEG signals, it was not labeled as contributory.
Besides, another comparison was made between the the lesional
findings of the structural MRI and our BOLD response to ensure
precision that possible contributory effects of an MRI lesion on
the BOLD response were also taken into account.
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic of the suggested method to localize the epileptic foci using simultaneous EEG-fMRI.

RESULTS

From the total of 34 patients who were recruited for the study
and underwent EEG-fMRI, four were not included because
of having no clear IEDs during the EEG-fMRI session or
significant movement artifact during recording. Table 1 shows
the summarized clinical details for the remaining 30 patients who

were 16 females and 14 males (15–48 years with the mean of
27.3 years) and a seizure onset age of 1–22 years (mean of 10.6
years). 28 of the patients had focal epilepsy which 23 of themwere
unifocal, four were bifocal, and one was multifocal. The other
two were generalized epilepsy patients which one of them had
continuous spikes and waves during slow sleep (CSWS) and the
other one had West’s Syndrome. These classifications were done
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FIGURE 4 | Schematic illustration of the method proposed for the identification of epilepsy-related components. The order of the process from (A–E) is shown in the

figure.
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TABLE 1 | Patients clinical information.

No. Sex/Age Age of onset Type of epilepsy AED Ictal EEG Onset Interictal EEG No. of spikes in

routine EEG

No. of spikes during fMRI

1 F/15 1 TLE, R VPA, LEV Tempo. R Tempo. R 25 17

2 M/14 18 FLE, L LCM, LTG Fronto-cent. Bil Front. L 38 22, 18

3 M/19 10 FLE, R LCM, OXC, LEV Front. R Front. R 49 14, 18, 16

4 F/23 8 PLE, L OXC, LEV Pariet. L Pariet. L 46 38

5 M/34 7 TLE, L LEV, VPA Tempo. L Fronto-tempo. L 33 13, 15

6 F/28 3 IE OXC, LTG, PT Bil Gen. Bil Gen. 36 21

7 F/48 8 FLE, L LEV Front. L Fronto-cent. L 37 18, 9, 11

8 M/32 12 TLE, R LTG, LCM Tempo. R Tempo. R 31 28

9 M/17 1 FLE, R OXC, VPA, TPM Front. R/L Front. L 26 19

10 F/29 20 Unclear OXC Hemisphere L Fronto-temp. L 33 27

11 M/28 16 OLE, R LTG, OXC Occip. R Occip. R 61 14, 18, 25

12 F/18 3 SE OXC, LTG Bil. Front. Bil. Front. 29 13,7

13 M/36 7 Multifocal: P/T VPA, TPM, LEV L Pariet./Post Tempo. L Pariet./Post Tempo. 25 22

14 M/24 15 FLE, R LTG Frontopolar R Fronto-cent. R 34 13, 8, 9

15 F/33 9 TLE, R CMC, OXC Tempo. R Tempo. R 35 38

16 F/40 16 PLE, L TPM, VPA, Parieto-occip. L Pariet. L 26 32

17 F/25 13 Unclear LEV, OXC Fronto-cent. Bil Front. R 38 44

18 F/21 10 FLE, L LTG, CLO Fronto-tempo. L Fronto-tempo. L 41 21, 12, 11

19 M/28 17 PLE, R CMC, LTG Pariet. R Pariet. R 28 35

20 F/19 1 TLE, R LEV, ESM, ZSM Tempo. pole Tempo. R 26 29

21 M/41 16 TLE, R VPA, CMC Tempo. R Tempo. R 28 21

22 M/24 17 FLE, L LTG Fronto-tempo. L Fronto-tempo. and Tempo. L 33 26, 17

23 F/16 3 PLE, R OXC Pariet/Occip R Pariet R 27 10, 19

24 M/18 8 FLE, L LEV, VPA Fronto-tempo. L Front. L 18 13

25 F/28 21 TLE, L LEV Tempo. L Tempo./ Pariet. L 45 28, 16

26 F/32 22 FLE, Bil LEV, OXC, LCM Front. Bil. Front. L>R 17 19

27 M/36 7 TLE, R OXC Fronto-tempo. R Tempo. R 29 32

28 F/26 15 FLE, L VPA Front. L Tempo./ Front. L 25 19

29 F/38 14 TLE, R VPA, LTG Tempo. Bil Tempo. R 37 24, 19

30 M/20 2 OLE, R TPM, OXC Pariet./Occip. R Occip. R 47 43

AED, antiepileptic drug; Bil, bilateral; CMC, carbamazepine; CLO, clobazam; ESM, ethosuximide; FLE, frontal lobe epilepsy; Gen, generalized; IE, idiopathic epilepsy; L, left; LCM,

lacosamide; LEV, levetiracetam; LTG, lamotrigine; OLE, occipital lobe epilepsy; OXC, oxcarbazepine; Pariet., Parietal; PT, phenytoin; PLE, parietal lobe epilepsy; R, right; SE, symptomatic

epilepsy; P, parietal; TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy; VPA, valproate; TPM, topiramate; ZSM: zonisamide (29).

by two expert neurologists before EEG-fMRI recording, based
on structural MRI, EEG signals, and clinical records of patients.
6 of the patients in the focal group had lesions on their MRI
scans. For each patient, the number of spikes in the routine EEG
and during EEG-fMRI recording is listed in the last columns of
Table 1.

From the total number of patients, seven had two types
of IED, five had three types of spikes, and the rest had
one type of spike. We generated one study for each type
of spike for the analysis of the TCCC method. Therefore,
a total of 792 IEDs from 47 IED-studies underwent EEG-
fMRI analysis. Two of the patients with multiple IED types
showed no BOLD response. In all of the other 45 studies,
at least one BOLD response was observed; 19 had spike-
associated activation only (Figures 5, 7, 8), 9 had spike-
associated deactivation only (Figure 6), and 17 had spike-
associated activation and deactivation.

Concordance Between TCCC-Related
BOLD Changes and Identified
Component-Related Dipole
After calculating the distance between the center of gravity for

maximum BOLD clusters and center of identified component-
related dipole for all 45 IED-analyses, the result of statistical

analysis showed that the distances between spike field

and BOLD cluster for discordant (D) (>50mm), partially
concordant (PC) (25–50mm), and concordant (C) (<25mm)

groups were significantly distinct from each other (p <

0.0001). Overall, 35 types of IED were concordant (13.83 ±

5.37mm), 9 types of IED were partially concordant (32.44

± 7.24mm), and 1 was discordant to the relevant BOLD
cluster (p < 0.0001).

In 29 patients out of 30 (97%), a minimum of one
concordant TCCC-related BOLD response (35 analyses)
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FIGURE 5 | (Patient 15, spike 1) Marked events are F8, FT8 spikes, and the TCCC-related BOLD response shows a neocortical activation in the right head and the

superior temporal gyrus. This response is considered concordant with the spike field but not contributory. Based on the mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS), the patient

has independent validation information, but the response is invalidated. The green circle shows the MTS area. Top, the component identified on scalp EEG located in

the right temporal lobe (left) and the dipole localization of the identified generator in deep brain structures (right) based on analysis of EEG inside the scanner. Middle,

scalp recorded EEG. Bottom, Localization of the generator applying simultaneous analysis of EEG-fMRI. The active area is marked with a yellow-red color.

with the identified component location was found (Figures 5, 6).
These concordant responses were generalized in 2 patients
and focal in 27 ones who had focal discharges. Less

significant responses were found in the rostral anterior
cingulate gyrus, hypothalamus or posterolateral and
occipital areas.
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FIGURE 6 | (Patient 23—spike 1) marked events are parietal spikes and wave complexes (referential montage). The TCCC-related BOLD response shows

deactivation in the posterior part of the right superior parietal lobule. This BOLD response is considered concordant with the spike field and contributed to a better

localization of the epileptic foci compared with the scalp EEG. Top, the component identified on scalp EEG located in the right middle parietal lobe (left) and the dipole

localization of the identified generator in brain structures (right) based on analysis of EEG inside the scanner. Middle, scalp recorded EEG. Bottom, Localization of the

generator applying simultaneous analysis of EEG-fMRI. The deactivation is marked with a blue-white color.

The highest activations and deactivations were found in
four cases who had bilateral diffuse discharges at the posterior
cingulate or the parietal areas (default mode regions) and the
anterior cingulate or hypothalamus, respectively. Patient 3 had
right FLE symptomatic of a small area of focal cortical dysplasia.

The BOLD response to the identified components was spatially
concordant with the lesion.

Only one of all the 30 patients with one IED-study (patient
10) (3%), who was not a candidate for surgical resection because
of poor clinical seizure focus, had a partially concordant BOLD
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response with the dipole. This patient with left frontotemporal
discharge did not show any significant BOLD changes at
the region of the identified component. However, a BOLD
response was found with a maximum z-score in the contralateral
parietal region.

Contribution of TCCC Method to Defining
SOZ
In 24 patients (80%), a minimum of one contributory significant
BOLD change (29 analyses) was found (Figures 6, 7). In 19 of
them, the TCCC-related BOLD change was more capable in
comparison with EEG alone to identify the cortical region that
generates the spike (Figure 6): frontal lobe in 8 (patients 3, 5,
7, 9, 12, 14, 18, and 28), temporal lobe in 4 (patients 1, 20,
25, and 29), parietal lobe in 5 (patients 13, 16, 17, 19, and 23),
and occipital lobe in 2 (patient 11 and 30). In the remaining 5
subjects, themaximumTCCC-related BOLD changes were found
in deep brain structures, which are most probably involved in
the epileptogenic zone (Figure 7): basal ganglia and amygdala in
2 (patient 22, 27), and heterotopic tissue in three with nodular
heterotopias (patients 2, 8, and 21).

In 16 of the 45 IED studies, the most clinically relevant
BOLD response was not contributory. In 9 of them, the TCCC-
related BOLD change was partially concordant with the identified
component location. In 1 IED study, it was discordant, in 5 IED
studies, the BOLD response did not provide any new information
in comparison with EEG alone (Figure 8), and in the last one
(patient 15, spike 1), it was invalidated (Figure 5).

For evaluating the TCCCmethod in patients with an epileptic
lesion localized by structural MRI, we drew our attention to six
of these patients with focal epilepsy, and it revealed concordant,
contributory, and validated BOLD response in five of them. The
only subject (patient 15) who showed invalidated response had a
right frontal MTS but only a neocortical right temporal activation
(Figure 5).

In comparison between the TCCC method and conventional
EEG-fMRI analysis, the localization of the TCCC-identified
component was concordant with the epileptogenic area of
conventional analysis for 35 out of 45 IED studies (77%). This
clearly shows the accuracy of the TCCC method for detecting
the epileptic generators by studying the component of interest,
confirming the detected generator’s temporal behavior.

Comparison With Conventional
Spike-Related Analysis
In Table 2, we present a comparison between the spatial
distribution of spike-related and TCCC-related BOLD responses.
The spatial concordance of the BOLD responses of the
conventional method with the electroclinical evaluation was
found in 14 of the 30 patients. All of these patients also showed
concordant TCCC-related BOLD responses with the results of
conventional analysis and validated by clinical records of the
patient and the site of the surgical resection. The results of the
TCCC method were better than the conventional analysis in 7
patients for determining the cortical spike generator region. No
clear IEDs were found during the EEG-fMRI recording in one

of them, the significant BOLD changes was not concordant with
the spike field in the remaining 6 patients. Unlike other medical
information, the results of the conventional analysis in these 6
patients showed no clear foci or multiple potential distinct foci.
However, the BOLD responses of the TCCC method revealed a
circumscribed foci within the expected region (Figure 9). In 3
of the 45 IED studies, the TCCC method was weaker than the
conventional analysis (Figure 10)

The concordance of the results of the TCCC method and the
conventional analysis is shown in Table 3. The most obvious
information that can be extracted from the table are: (1) a
satisfactory agreement between the results of the TCCC method
and the conventional method in 32 IED studies; (2) a higher
maximum z-score in 28 patients and greater extent of activation
in 22 of patients using TCCCmethod; and (3) different activation
regions in three patients with deep located epileptic foci, and no
apparent agreement in one patient with deep epileptic foci and
also no noticeable activation using the conventional method. This
suggests that the conventional method is less effective when the
epileptic generator is located remote from the scalp.

Concordance Level Evaluation
The results of localization through TCCC determine 35C, 9 PC,
1 D, and 2 IED studies had no BOLD response. However, 26 C,
15 PC and 3 D were found through the conventional method
and 3 EEG-fMRI studies showed no BOLD response. Comparing
the two methods based on concordance level evaluation, in
21 cases, the TCCC method confirmed the results of the
conventional method.

In three cases, the proposed method was able to provide
satisfactory results with one C and 2 PC, while the conventional
method was unable to provide results. In 11 IED studies the
results of the two methods were not consistent (Table 3, last
column); in 10 cases, TCCC improved the results and in only
one case (7/2) the conventional method provided better results
compared to TCCC (Figure 10).

Since the weakness of the proposed method in the mentioned
case is due to the automatic selection of the relevant component
(Figure 10, third row), an improved epileptic foci localization
may be obtained by manual selection of the component, which
leads to results superior to those of the conventional method
(Figure 10, fifth row).

DISCUSSION

Conventional methods for localizing epileptic sources usually
consider timings of all IEDs for identifying a seizure zone.
However, an IED may be produced by multiple sources located
at different brain regions. Therefore, only the voxels of a specific
region should be examined for the localization of the seizure
generator. Since spikes are frequently detected in a specific area
of the electrode domain, it will be helpful to filter out the cortical
components that do not show epileptic activity and choose the
ones that do. In this study, we proposed a new method that
incorporates all temporal information of the identified epileptic
sources and avoids being deceived by irrelevant or imperfect
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FIGURE 7 | (Patient 8—spike 1) marked events are C4–C6 spikes (referential montage), and TCCC-related BOLD response shows a focal activation in the right head.

This response is considered concordant with the spike field and contributory, because it shows the involvement of a deep brain structure, in the epileptic focus, which

is not visible on the scalp EEG, based on anatomo-electroclinical correlations. The focus was identified in the cerebral medulla (with matter). Top, the component

identified on scalp EEG located in the right temporal lobe and the dipole localization of the identified generator in deep brain structures. The active area is marked with

a yellow-red color. Middle, scalp recorded EEG. Bottom, Localization of the generator applying simultaneous analysis of EEG-fMRI.

information and mistakenly recognizing an unrelated source as
a generator of epileptic activity.

The epileptic studies using EEG-fMRI are basically different
from the task-based studies, as they consider seizure-related

events as opposed to stimulation (41). In the epileptic studies,
each source of the large spikes should not be inevitably accepted
as an epileptic generator. For example, in focal epilepsy, a large
spike detected in the frontal region, which is initiated from
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FIGURE 8 | (Patient 28—spike 1) marked events are F3, F5, and F7 spikes (referential montage) and the TCCC-related BOLD response demonstrates a neocortical

activation in the inferior frontal gyrus. This response is considered concordant with the spike field but not contributory because it does not add any new information to

the scalp EEG. Top, the component identified on scalp EEG located in the left frontotemporal lobe (left) and the dipole localization of the identified generator in deep

brain structures (right). Middle, scalp recorded EEG. Bottom, Localization of the generator applying simultaneous analysis of EEG-fMRI. The active area is marked with

a yellow-red color.

the source domain of the parietal lobe is not a valid indicator
but the conventional analysis cannot distinguish them, because
they use all temporal information of IEDs in one regressor
regardless of the corresponding regions. We addressed this
problem by adding the spatial information associated with the

spike generators to ensure the concordance between the position
of the accepted epileptic component and the observed spike in
EEG. The concordance of results between various localization
methods can improve the reliability of planning surgical resection
or interictal EEG (iEEG) electrode placement.
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TABLE 2 | Comparison of localization between conventional method and

TCCC-method.

SOZ (No.) Epileptic types TCCC-method Conventional

method

Generalized (2) CSWS (1) 1 –

Syndrome (1) 1 1

Unifocal (23) Non-lesional (17) 10 8

Lesional (6) 5 3

Bifocal (4) 3 2

Multifocal (1) 1 –

Total SOZ-based (30) 21, 70% 14, 46%

Spike-type analysis (45) 29, 64% 21, 46%

The main inspiration for combining fMRI and EEG
measurements comes from the ability to benefit from advantages
of each modality. For instance, the EEG-derived activity map
alone includes just the weighted sum of electrical activation
in the brain with a poor spatial resolution and affected by
artifacts, voltage drops, and interference with signals caused by
non-epileptic sources. While the EEG signal alone is poorly
capable of correctly identifying and localizing the epileptic
generators, the EEG components time series associated with
epileptic activity can be a consistent indicator. Based on this view,
we reveal that hemodynamic correlations of EEG components
can detect pathological brain activity. Therefore, simultaneous
EEG-fMRI recording with patient’s medical record form a ‘golden
package’ and extracted component information from scalp EEG
that improves the localization of epileptic foci compared to
previous methods. This was the case in 90% of the patients
in whom the most recent conventional EEG-fMRI analysis was
negative, representing that component-related hemodynamic
changes could add a more accurate and efficient identification.
It is noticeable that in patients who got reasonable results from
the conventional analysis, the method of this study also produced
similarly concordant results.

In a simultaneous EEG-fMRI acquisition of 34 patients with
epilepsy, the TCCC-related BOLD response was observed in
all the 30 patients who had IEDs during recording, which
makes 90.1% of the whole and is higher performance than that
reported in the previous works (18, 42, 43). Also, these responses
revealed the epileptic focus in 80% of patients with active EEG
(65% of analyzed IEDs), which shows a significant improvement
compared to Pittau et al. (18).

Regarding the localization of epileptic generators, Grouiller
et al. (44) built an epileptic map by using the spikes detected
in the EEG recorded outside the scanner and used it to create
a regressor of IEDs from the EEG recorded inside the scanner.
Convolving this regressor with an HRF and using it in the GLM
analysis revealed concordant BOLD results in 78% (14 of 18)
of the patients while this accuracy had a significant rise to 97%
using our proposed method. Additional factors also affect the
results of analysis, e.g., using higher MRI magnetic field strength
which improves the intrasubject reproducibility of EEG-fMRI

results (25, 45), using continuous EEG-fMRI instead of spike-
triggered which increases the IED-related BOLD response among
the patients (46), and using multiple HRFs peaking at 3–9 s after
the spike for better localization of the epileptic focus (11, 12, 18).

Drawing on these strategies, our study used multiple HRFs to
increase the gain of EEG-fMRI analysis and a high magnetic field
MRI scanner to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and reach more
informative images. The results showed BOLD responses that
were concordant with the spike field in 97% of patients (29 cases
out of 30; 74.5% of the analyzed IEDs). This level of concordance
which is significantly higher than previous studies (18, 43, 44) is
associated with using the component-based approach instead of
the linear regressor, multiple HRFs for the fMRI analysis, high-
field 3-T scanner for acquiring fMRI data, and effective methods
for eliminating artifacts.

However, the definition and evaluation of spatial concordance
between the BOLD response and EEG is still to some extent
subjective and remains a constant challenge in EEG-fMRI
analysis. In our study, the BOLD response is concordant with
EEG if the maximum z-value complies with the localization of
the EEG spike field. This approach makes the evaluation reliably
objective and clinically applicable. All responses have been
reported as suggested previously (8, 18). The BOLD responses
are more widespread than typical electroclinical findings, due to
possible distant or diffuse activations intricate in the epileptic
network apart from the focus.

Concordance Level Scrutiny
Our studies have focused on the use of simultaneous EEG-
fMRI for SOZ identification in patients with epilepsy. Since
SOZs are best characterized using EEG-fMRI, our TCCC
method would be suitable to identify presumed SOZ and
evaluate its accuracy by comparing it with the IED-related
BOLD activation. The concordance between IED-related BOLD
activation and presumed SOZ for different brain structures
has not been fully characterized using EEG-fMRI. Besides,
seizure types have not been reflected as prominent features for
precise identification of the SOZ using EEG-fMRI because of
the complex pathophysiology of epileptic cerebral structures.
Therefore, there is a fundamental need to quantitatively measure
the concordance between IED-related BOLD and presumed SOZ
for different brain structures to advance SOZ description. This
may provide useful information for surgical guidance and better
understanding of the mechanisms underlying seizure generation.

This study examined the distance of maximum BOLD clusters
to the location of IED (Figure 10, third, fourth, and fifth rows).
The maximum BOLD clusters appeared to be the most clinically
relevant responses for all discharge types. From a clinical
standpoint, this would assist in identifying the spike-generating
network and hence the presumed SOZ.

Concordant BOLD clusters measured up to 25mm of distance
from the center of gravity to the IED contacts while partly
concordant clusters measured between 25 and 50mm of distance
when the BOLD cluster is in the same hemisphere. This
methodology was used to comprise two confounding factors: (1)
electrophysiological activity that does not completely tie with the
associated hemodynamic alterations (47) and (2) susceptibility
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FIGURE 9 | (Patient 22—spike 1) marked events are AF7, T7, and FT7 spikes (referential montage) and the TCCC-related BOLD response demonstrates a

neocortical activation in the caudate nucleus and lentiform nucleus for the TCCC method, this response is considered both concordant with the spike field and

(Continued)
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FIGURE 9 | contributory duo to it leads to better localization of the epileptic focus compared with the scalp EEG because it adds new information to the scalp EEG,

while is considered partially concordance and not contributory for the conventional method. These foci are scattered in three areas. Top, the component identified on

scalp EEG located in the left frontotemporal lobe and the dipole localization of the identified generator in deep brain structures. The active area is marked with a

yellow-red color. Second row, scalp recorded EEG. Third row, localization of the generator applying simultaneous analysis of EEG-fMRI by the conventional method.

Forth row, localization of the generator applying simultaneous analysis of EEG-fMRI by the TCCC.

artifact that distorts the BOLD signal up to 20mm of the
electrodes (48). These measures are coherent with an earlier scalp
EEG-fMRI study in which high concordance was defined as a
distance between the BOLD response and the spike location on
scalp EEG between 20 and 40mm (49). Other EEG-fMRI studies
which compared the location of IEDs with the BOLD responses
did not describe the concordance as described in the current
study; some used any BOLD cluster rather than separating the
maximum for evaluation of concordance (28, 44, 50).

Despite the benefits mentioned, it is worth mentioning that
the TCCC method heavily depends on accurate component
identification. In case, for any reason, the component is identified
in other areas, it will exert influence on the results. Although
this study proposes a variety of filters to identify appropriate
components, there have still been cases in which inaccurate
identification performed by the algorithm has led to inaccurate
localization (Figure 10, third row). However, the localization
improved by the selection of other candidate time series
(Figure 10, fifth row).

Method Limitations
Notwithstanding the mentioned advantages, it should be noted
that since we take the time series of the selected components
to detect the respective BOLD changes, there will be a plurality
to the number of samples of interest, which inevitably makes
the proposed method fairly time consuming. The sampling rate
for each component is around 250Hz while the BOLD signal
provides one sample per 2.5 s (each TR time). In order to
accelerate the process, we have proposed to reduce the sampling
rate for the component of interest to the number of BOLD
samples. Therefore, we would have invaluable information of the
epileptic activity of each generator with respect to the number of
BOLD samples.

In this study, although the simultaneous EEG-fMRI method
was compared with the epileptic source localization by EEG only
and the conventional EEG-fMRI method and its superiority was
demonstrated, basically the post-surgical outcome information
or the intracranial EEG recording can lead to more reliable
results and it more precisely will approve the improvement of
the findings.

Comparison With Other Modalities
Regarding other modalities, PET and SPECT were also used
in several studies for the localization of epileptic generators.
However, some points need to be considered. For instance,
delayed injection in such studies can lead to a misconception of
the attained results. Besides, some valuablemethods for localizing
the epileptic network like interictal FDG PET are not cost-
effective while posing risks following radiation exposure.

Generally, although the ictal-based SPECT and PET analyses
are suggested and supported by the literature for localizing
epileptic foci, their usefulness is limited to revealing regional
abnormalities instead of focal epileptic generators (51–54).
Besides, our method achieved a BOLD sensitivity of 90%
which is higher than those reported for the SPECT and
PET studies. However, the obtained specificity might be
cooperated by distant BOLD correlations and should be
fostered by postsurgical processes. The EEG and MEG source
imaging is another promising method that has made incredible
development in the number of recorded channels and algorithms
to estimate the sources (55–57). The inverse solution of
EEG and MEG has reached a sensitivity of around 70% in
the study of Knake et al. (58) which is comparable to the
EEG-fMRI methods.

Comparison With Other EEG-fMRI-Based
Methods
The classical EEG-fMRI method is an event-related design for
fMRI analysis based on the time series of constant amplitude and
zero duration or block events with the timing of interictal spikes
recorded in the simultaneous EEG (43, 59–61). These interictal
spikes are found manually or by an automatic spike detection
algorithm based on the spike template acquired from the EEG
recorded outside the scanner (9, 34, 44, 62–64). Convolving
the time series of events with the standard or patient-specific
HRFs (65, 66) makes the base regressor for the GLM analysis to
localize BOLD responses as the epileptic generators. The main
flaws of the conventional method which calls into question 40–
70% of EEG-fMRI studies are: (1) existence of insufficient events
during recording; and (2) insignificant BOLD correlation with
the observed spikes. One of the proposed solutions for the EEG-
fMRI studies with no observed spikes during recording was the
fMRI data-driven source identification whose specificity was not
particularly promising (67). Therefore, there was a limitation
in the cases with detectable spikes for applying similar data-
driven approaches premised on spatial independent component
analysis of fMRI, and the accomplished results revealed high
concordance with those from more conventional methods (38,
67–69).

Also, there are a couple of studies that take continuously
fluctuating variables to model epileptic behavior, including
continuous electrical imaging (70) which was stated to have
enhanced EEG/fMRI by 20%. In addition, the spatial correlation
coefficient of the reference topography has been considered
in a few studies as a continuously fluctuating parameter to
be useful in fMRI analysis (44). This approach can act as a
spatial filter analogous to using the strength of a dipole source
(71) or the current density that was estimated by electrical
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FIGURE 10 | (Patient 22—spike 2) An illustration of a sample result for conventional and TCCC methods both manually and automatically. First row, the identified

component and its dipole localization in deep brain structures. Second row, scalp recorded EEG. Third row, TCCC-related BOLD response using auto-identified

component (Discordant). The active area is marked with a yellow-red color. Forth row, IED-related BOLD response (conventional method). Fifth row, TCCC-related

BOLD response using manually-selected component (Concordance).
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of concordance between conventional EEG-fMRI analysis and TCCC method in relation to BOLD response and EEG data of 47 IED studies.

Pt/IED

type

IEDs

Location

Template Component Cross-correlation EEG-fMRI Conventional EEG-fMRI Agreement

between TCCC

and

conventional

methods

Dis.a

(mm)

Conc.b Max Z score

for relevant

cluster

Max BOLD

volume

(cm3)

BOLD in other

location(s)

Contribution Dis.a

(mm)

Conc.c Max Z score

for relevant

cluster

Max BOLD

volume

(cm3)

BOLD in

other

location(s)

Contribution Concordanced/

Dis. (mm)

1/1 T R 21.33 C 3.84 1.22 L lateral T Yes 19.52 C 3.63 0.98 L mesial T Yes Yes/5.23

2/1 FC bil 17.80 C 4.10 3.51 – Yes 20.14 C 4.18 2.94 L lateral T Yes Yes/6.01

2/2 FC L 14.35 C 2.22 1.12 – Yes 16.39 C 6.15 1.04 – No Yes/4.28

3/1 FT R 19.32 C 3.17 1.94 L mesial P Yes 28.45 PC 4.52 3.12 – No Yes/11.49

3/2 F R 42.15 PC 3.45 2.51 – No 51.64 D 3.66 2.43 L middle T

gyrus

No Yes/18.54

3/3 Bif 15.25 C 4.07 3.73 – Yes 18.25 C 4.12 4.26 – Yes Yes/7.64

4/1 P L 11.61 C 5.26 4.12 – No 12.35 C 4.53 1.15 – Yes Yes/9.23

5/1 T L 36.42 PC 4.01 0.75 LP–O No 30.25 – – – – – –

5/2 FL 9.34 C 6.95 0.86 – Yes 14.28 C 5.42 2.51 L anterior P Yes Yes/15.81

6/1 Bil

generalized

17.55 C 3.87 10.23 – No 18.41 C 3.54 8.79 – No Yes/2.18

7/1 F L 10.48 C 5.16 1.64 L anterior P Yes 13.25 C 4.56 1.88 Bil F–P Yes Yes/22.37

7/2 C L 50.24 D 4.46 2.65 R middle F No 43.25 PC 3.56 1.02 No No/12.65

7/3 T R 26.01 PC 5.13 2.41 – No 18.98 C 16.14 0.89 mesial T–P Yes Yes/17.24

8/1 T R 7.61 C 4.38 1.32 L lateral T Yes 32.27 PC 4.85 5.27 L anterior F No No/26.55

9/1 F R/L 8.04 C 6.23 3.18 – Yes 13.52 C 5.93 3.26 L posterolateral

F

Yes Yes/6.24

10/1 L

hemisphere

38.25 PC 3.87 5.44 L P No 55.14 D 3.36 5.36 – No Yes/15.67

11/1 O R 14.32 C 4.29 1.01 L anterior P Yes 12.62 C 4.11 0.98 L orbito–F Yes Yes/8.45

11/2 PO R – – – – – – 51.56 D 2.14 3.14 – No –

11/3 P R 23.25 C 6.52 8.42 – Yes 19.25 C 5.34 2.64 – Yes Yes/5.06

12/1 Bifrontal 37.52 PC 5.13 2.80 – No 35.14 PC 5.09 3.02 – No Yes/4.34

12/2 F L 13.46 C 4.58 0.98 – Yes 13.46 C 6.18 1.06 – Yes Yes/0.09

13/1 P L/Post T 16.18 C 3.28 1.62 – Yes 28.62 PC 4.16 1.15 – No No/27.35

14/1 Frontopolar

R

22.57 C 4.49 3.46 – Yes 21.78 C 4.28 3.61 – Yes Yes/2.42

14/2 FT R 30.24 PC 4.68 2.16 – No 32.47 PC 3.74 2.13 – No Yes/5.67

14/3 FT L 21.85 C 5.85 0.61 – Yes 26.85 PC 4.88 0.24 L post T–O No No/29.13

15/1 T R 5.34 C 4.57 1.16 R anterior F No 13.25 C 6.11 0.76 – No Yes/10.16

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Pt/IED

type

IEDs

Location

Template Component Cross-correlation EEG-fMRI Conventional EEG-fMRI Agreement

between TCCC

and

conventional

methods

Dis.a

(mm)

Conc.b Max Z score

for relevant

cluster

Max BOLD

volume

(cm3)

BOLD in other

location(s)

Contribution Dis.a

(mm)

Conc.c Max Z score

for relevant

cluster

Max BOLD

volume

(cm3)

BOLD in

other

location(s)

Contribution Concordanced/

Dis. (mm)

16/1 PO L 18.62 C 4.36 2.53 – Yes 19.77 C 4.28 2.84 – Yes Yes/3.49

17/1 FC bil 9.48 C 5.61 6.18 – Yes 28.65 PC 5.24 8.15 – No No/28.57

18/1 F L 16.58 C 4.95 2.16 L posterolateral

F

No 22.58 C 4.97 2.19 – Yes Yes/15.86

18/2 F R 12.87 C 6.03 4.65 – Yes 18.47 C 3.67 5.27 – Yes Yes/3.15

18/3 FT L – – – – – – 18.62 C 3.65 4.50 T L No –

19/1 P R 13.13 C 5.72 1.35 – Yes 31.24 PC 5.34 1.84 – No No/27.64

20/1 T pole 15.56 C 3.96 7.52 – Yes 12.66 C 3.50 7.16 – Yes Yes/4.33

21/1 T R 11.68 C 4.26 3.17 L lateral T Yes 33.92 PC 4.97 0.67 – No No/26.85

22/1 FT L 8.26 C 4.16 2.03 – Yes 48.04 PC 4.36 3.12 L O + R T No No/31.75

22/2 T L 25.18 PC 5.39 1.88 – No – – – – – – –

23/1 P R 6.23 C 7.18 3.63 – Yes 14.41 C 3.98 4.65 R middle T Yes Yes/10.32

23/2 P R 27.64 PC 4.35 2.12 – No 31.45 PC 4.11 0.77 – No Yes/8.64

24/1 F L 7.65 C 5.18 4.34 – No 9.17 C 4.50 1.85 Bil Occipital Yes Yes/5.93

25/1 T L 24.13 C 3.98 1.05 R lateral T Yes 21.42 C 4.80 6.54 – Yes Yes/5.13

25/2 PO L 18.92 C 5.62 1.54 – Yes – – – – – – –

26/1 Bifrontal 13.34 C 6.84 9.25 – No 33.46 PC 2.98 12.57 L P/R T No No/26.21

27/1 FT R 14.42 C 5.34 4.35 – Yes 10.24 C 4.76 2.64 – No Yes/6.95

28/1 F L 7.52 C 3.28 2.46 – Yes 28.33 PC 5.45 8.34 Bil Occipital No No/25.37

29/1 T R 11.62 C 7.26 2.66 R lateral T Yes 17.46 C 4.13 3.16 – Yes Yes/8.62

29/2 FT R 29.85 PC 3.65 2.07 R anterior F No 31.17 PC 4.80 3.09 L O No Yes/10.21

30/1 O R 4.59 C 4.84 2.13 – Yes 11.09 C 5.12 2.11 – Yes Yes/9.64

aDistance from the center of gravity of the relevant BOLD to the dipole location of the identified component.
bConcordance between the BOLD response and the IED location in the proposed analysis.
cConcordance between the BOLD response and the IED location in the conventional analysis.
dConcordance between the BOLD response in the proposed and the conventional analysis.

Bif, bifrontal; Bil, bilateral; C, concordant; D, discordant; F, frontal; FT, frontotemporal; FC, frontocentral; L, left; O, occipital; P, parietal; PC, partially concordant; PO, parieto-occipital; R, right; T, temporal.
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source imaging in a specific region (70). Also, some other
approaches based on dynamic causal modeling (DCM) (72)
and functional connectivity (73) have played a useful role in
this regard.This technique despite improving the sensitivity
compared to similar studies has not addressed the localization
of epileptic generators. Besides, the results of component-based
methods have been better than those of the topographic maps
even while the presence of detectable spikes during EEG-fMRI
recording (70). The source separation methods have been also
considered to localize the epileptic focus in the literature (74,
75). In order to identify the epileptic-related components in
this method, the EEG signal collected inside the scanner must
include spikes or clear focal slowing. The main challenge in such
studies is appropriately recognizing the component(s) associated
with epileptic activity without using clinical information. We
have addressed this challenge by imposing specific conditions
on the components along with the convolution of the spike-
template obtained from the outside-of-scanner EEG and the
candidate ones.

In the study of Bast et al. (34), a new method was
proposed to simplify visual detection of spikes in EEG-fMRI
premised on spatiotemporal pattern search. For this aim, the
principal component analysis (PCA) was applied on a spike
template and then its correlation was evaluated with the EEG
recorded inside the scanner. The trials with a spatiotemporal
correlation above 0.85 were visually evaluated and false-positive
identifications manually detached. Although this is a great
method to identify the spikes registered inside the scanner, it still
uses a traditional linear regressor of temporal information for the
GLM analysis.

In total, the mentioned studies provide an overview of the
localization of epileptic generators with reasonable accuracy
that can be used in real-life applications. Simultaneous EEG-
fMRI is a promising combination of temporal and spatial
resolution that allows reaching higher prospects for precise
localization of epileptic generators in patients with focal epilepsy.
In this study, the source domain has been used instead
of the sensor field to provide a more accurate recognition
of epileptic foci. The results showed that epileptic-related
components can be considered as a representative of epileptic
foci activity in the GLM analysis and afford clinically precious
information even in cases of datasets with inadequate detectable
interictal events.

Accurate epileptic foci localization is an essential step
in pre-surgical assessments of patients with medically
resistant epilepsy. Measuring BOLD changes using EEG-
fMRI offers an advanced technique to adequately record
abnormal epileptic activities from localized brain regions
while capturing related fluctuations in functional brain
activities. Further understanding of the epileptogenic zone
using IED-related BOLD responses obtained from EEG-fMRI
provides a new avenue for clinicians to accurately identify
epileptic foci, guide epilepsy surgery, and improve post-surgical
results. This study sheds light on the consideration of EEG-
fMRI as an indentifer of the epileptic focus, which can be
included as part of the clinical assessment for patients with
refractory epilepsy.

CONCLUSION

This study sets out to provide a realistically estimated pattern
of epileptic generators. To do so, we shifted the attention
from the electrode domain to the source domain, where we
extracted the epilepsy-related components through an ICA
analysis. Then, we prioritized these components on the basis
of (a) the cross-correlation between the spike-template and the
time-series of each component, and (b) their alignment with
the complementary physiological information. This would yield
a set of ranked components that are most likely contributory
to the occurrence of spikes, which can well substitute the
simplistic linear regressor in conventional approaches. We went
on to convolve the time series of the selected components
with HRF and used them in the GLM model and checked
if the result was consistent with the physiological EEG
observations, if so, we accepted the region as a generator of
epileptic activity.

In this study, we have also introduced a new EEG-
fMRI method which highlights the correlation between the
corresponding BOLD alterations and the spike-related EEG
components, which were validated against the gold standard
for epileptic generators localization. This approach leads
to an increase in the EEG-fMRI yield to non-invasively
localize the seizure generators, which is particularly
useful in the presurgical evaluation of the patients and
implantation of intracranial electrodes, allowing a wider
range of patients to consider the option of surgery with
more confidence.

In future studies, we intend to apply a new approach for
EEG-fMRI integration in the field of epilepsy, which incorporates
and tests different models of the transfer function between
EEG and BOLD signals, hence allowing better predictions of
the hemodynamic changes associated with epileptic activity.
This work will therefore provide a contribution to our
understanding of the link between EEG and BOLD signals
as well as for improving the yield of EEG-fMRI studies in
epilepsy (76, 77).
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